


first, in the maintenance and elevation of pro- five thousand dollars, the College has maintained
'fessional ideals, second, in service to the public, a department of hospital inspection and assist-V and third, in the advancement of surgical science. ance. By education of hospital boards, physi-

Ideals are not intangible when expressed in ac- cians, and the public, the evil has been corrected,
tion, and the American College of Surgeons has and our last report shows that 93 per cent of these

V demonstrated their applicability to medical serv- same institutions have reached or surpassed the
ice. Division of fees is not a new evil engendered standard. Equal improvement has been secured
by modern commercialism. In the 12th century by similar surveys extended to smaller hospitals.
the school of Salerno required of the applicant for We have educated the public to realize that some-
its license to practice surgery, that "he must thing more than good intention, religious atmos-
swear to be true and obedient to the society, to phere, and bricks and mortar are necessary to
refuse fees from the poor and to have no share of I. care for the sick; that hospitals must be equipped
gains with the apothecaries." That the deter- V with chemical and X-ray laboratories, with
mined opposition of the College to this evil has dietary, social service, and other essential depart-
elevated the standard of service, conserved our ments. We have educated boards of trustees to
self-respect, and commanded the confidence of recognize the necessity for proper equipment an"d
the public is no small part of our contribution to adequate service, to assume a mutual respon-
surgical practice. sibility with the superintendent and medical staff

Our insistence that proper diagnosis must precede to attain this end, and to take pride in the fact
operation, that competent service outweigh per- that they are maintaining not a simple nursing
sonal consideration, and that restoration of phys- home or custodial institution, but a modern hos-
iological function is essential to good surgery, has pital and social medical center devoted to com-
elevated the ideals of practice. Our hospital staff petent care of the sick, the elevation of ethical
conference with its open confession of error and standards, and the advance of medical science.
helpful fraternal advice has made the surgeon de- Our studies of the cost of medical care, proper
sire more the commendation and respect of his and economical construction of hospitals, sim-
discriminating fellow surgeons than the approba- plification and standardization of hospital sup-
tion of the uninformed public. plies and equipment have supplemented and aided

Our inter-American activities have served not their campaigns for better institutions.
alone to cement the professional activities of the By our insistance upon proper equipment,
United States with South America, Canada, ethical service, better records, more careful study
Mexico, and its contiguous republics, but also, of patients, we have supported the medical staffs
we dare hope, have fostered the cultural and of the more isolated institutions in their endeavor
political associations of the Western Hemisphere. to bring to their communities the same com-

Our service to the public has found expression petent ethical service attained by university hos-
in concrete accomplishments. pitals.

To meet the need for nursing of the sick the Our yearly report of accredited hospitals and
Knights Templers lined the road of the Crusaders public meetings have informed the public as to
to Jerusalem with hospitals, but the suppurating Vwhere competent care can be secured, aroused the
wounds and fever infested wards recorded by his- pride of communities in their local institutions,
tory attest that something more than religious stimulated interest in scientific medicine, and
enthusiasm is necessary for competent care of the educated the people as to the futility of char-
sick. At a later period Dickens' Sairey Gamp latanism, faith healing, and cultism.
caricatures the English nursing home, and all Our surveys as to the care of employees in in-
caricature that has lived has had a germ of truth. dustry, investigations of compensation laws and
That hospital service in our own day had not kept co-operative medical service, studies of accident
pace with the advancement of medical science is insurance, setting up of medical organizations in
attested by the fact that sixteen years ago your industry, bid fair to be of material aid in the ad-
College instituted a survey of hospitals and estab- justment of these vexed questions so vital to in-
lished a minimum standard of service which an dustry, insurance companies, and, most of all, to
institution should attain to be recognized as com- the injured.
petent to care for the sick. It is astounding to Important as have been these contributions to
record that, simple as was this standard, only 89 public welfare, they are insignificant compared
out of 692 hospitals of one hundred beds and over with the achievements in the elevation of surgical
could meet the requirements. During the ensuing service and the application of medical science. It
sixteen years at an annual expense of over seventy- has been our ambition to remove carpentry from
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surgery, to make available in every community and better surgery, but that it has inaugu~ated
honest, competent surgical service, to establish Vmany movements for better and more ethical
university ideals of diagnosis and service in every service, stimulated the whole profession to higher
hospital, and to bring to every surgeon the oppor- ideals, and done much to advance the frontiers of
tunity for self-improvement. We have endeavored surgical knowledge and to insure patients com-
to make every hospital a post-graduate school. petent care, no one can deny.
Our staff conferences have fostered the group This brief survey of the activities of your Col-
study of results, thus emphasizing the necessity lege should not be ended without some considera-
for better preliminary diagnosis, more judicious tion of its interest in public education. Char-
consideration as to the necessity for operation, latanism is not a modern evil. In the 17th century
more care as to the choice of surgical procedure, quacks pretended to remove stones from the head
and more painstaking attention to those intrusted to cure insanity. Jonna Stevens' recipe for the
to our care. These conferences have engendered cure of stone, consisting of a mixture of egg shells,
mutual helpfulness instead of competition, open garden snails, swine cresses, soap, and other ingre-
acknowledgement of failures, and staff study of dients, was purchased for the public by act of
the means to avoid them. The surgeon is no more Parliament for five thousand pounds. In some of
an individualist, but an active member of a scien- our states today the number of pseudophysicians
tific staff-faculty, assuming with others a mutual equals the number of those practicing scientific
responsibility for scientific, competent, and medicine. Conscious of our own rectitude, engrossed
kindly care of the unfortunate sick. in the joy of scientific investigation, proud of our

The study and tracing of infections to their guild accomplishments, we stand astounded that
source, the group consideration of complications, our worth, sincerity, and scientific attainments are
and the verification of diagnoses and analyses of not universally acknowledged; that the faith
fatalities by postmortem examinations, has in- healer, cultist, and quack share with us, even in
creased our knowledge and insured to patients small part, in the confidence of the public. With
better care and better prognoses. outraged feelings we threaten to expose and fight

The insistence upon adequate records has re- them. I suggest that the only effective measure to
sulted in the more intensive study of the patient's combat these evils is found in the education of the
disease, insured fewer unexpected complications, public as to the principles of scientific medicine
and lowered the mortality rate. This scientific and its victories over disease.
staff activity has resulted in better training of In extenuation of our failure to accomplish
internes and stimulated the aspiring surgeon to this it is urged that the advancement of science is
seek his training by assistantship to competent not news, that the translation of the discovery of.
men rather than to acquire his knowledge by a new bacterium or a new serum into its effects
incompetent surgery upon a confiding public. upon human life and its benefits to society is as
From this intensive study of disease, availability difficult to the average man as the proper evalua-
of adequate records, and the facilities afforded by tion of Einstein's theory of relativity is to most of
the College through its literary research depart- us. But I question whether more dramatic pic-
ment and circulating package library, the litera- tures can be drawn than those portraying the ad-
ture of medicine has been enriched by many valu- vances of scientific medicine. How often have we
able contributions, and, equally important, the reminded the public of our victory over the
surgeon has been stimulated to keep informed as plague that lifted a paralyzing horror from the
to the advances of medical knowledge through civilized world, that black death which carried
constant reading of current literature. off one-fourth the population of the civilized

Our district clinical meetings have increased world, broke down all restrictions of morality,
our knowledge of local problems, helped in the decency, and humanity, while ghouls slunk
educational program, and shown that equally through the deserted cities afraid to rob even the
good surgery is done in every part of the country. putrefying bodies that littered the streets (Gar-

Supported by the fellows, our commissions for rison).
the study of sarcoma, cancer, fractures, traumatic How often have we paid public tribute to Gor-
surgery, technique, and the problems of surgical gas, Lazear, Reed, Carroll, and Agramonte and
esearch have not alone advanced medical science, recalled the ravages of yellow fever that in our
ut also secured for patients better treatment, own day devastated our cities, paralyzed indus-

less disability, and longer life. try, established shotgun quarantines in our south-
The College of Surgeons makes no claim to ern cities, and left the whitening bones of thou-

being the only activating force for better medicine sands as mute evidence of the brave but futile
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endeavor of the French to build the Panama
Canal, that now, through the unselfish devotion
of these physicians, permits untrammeled com-
merce between the Atlantic and Pacific with its
beneficent influence upon the amity of nations.

How often have we told our patients of Pasteur
and Lister whose researches opened the door of
hope to the tens of thousands suffering from sur-
gically curable diseases and do we mention the
scientists who removed the hand of death from
tuberculosis, syphilis, diphtheria, diabetes, ty-
phoid and cholera, and many other great enemies
of health and society?

The great dramatic story of the modern con-
quest of disease may be told ethically, modestly,
and honestly and yet by its recital confirm the
confidence of the public in the scientifically
trained physician.

The American College of Surgeons regards the
education of the public as to scientific medicine an
official duty and your personal obligation.

On behalf of the officials of the American Col-
lege of Surgeons, I welcome you to this fellowship
of ideals in self-improvement, in the advancement
of the science of surgery, and in service to the
public.




